Looking for a relationship with powerful chemistry? Find magnetic attraction in as little as 30 days... ...even if you’ve tried in vain for years!

Combine time-honored matchmaking techniques with modern technology to find your real soulmate now!

All services by Soulmate Research, LLC. Subject to the provisions, disclaimer, precautions, and other guidance herein and at SoulmateResearch.com. No guarantees are expressed or implied. User assumes full and sole responsibility for use of this information. Copyright SoulmateResearch LLC and SoulmateResearch.com. All rights reserved.
DATING PRECAUTIONS

Meeting and dating new people presents numerous risks, including but not limited to those below. Use your adult sensibilities, intuition, and common sense at all times. Follow all reasonable precautions when meeting someone.

1) We’re often are not in a clear mind in matters of the heart & passions. Our eagerness to find someone can cloud even the most rational judgment.

2) People exaggerate and lie about all sorts of things including: a) their birthday b) age c) marital status d) criminal history e) financial condition f) career g) mental and physical health h) education i) family responsibilities l) addictions m) sexually transmitted diseases, etc. Verify all information you consider important about any new person you meet.

3) People can become aggressively attached and demand a relationship faster than is comfortable for you. Keep people at proper distance and be very clear where they stand in your life. Go slow. Don’t rush to relationship or intimacy.

4) Metaphysical techniques such as these used are controversial and not accepted by many thoughtful, scientific people. We cannot guarantee their effectiveness or reliability in any given situation.
Dating Precautions (cont.)

5) Relationships can and probably will change over time. Distance, jealousy, mistrust, hostility, and even violence can creep into a relationship regardless of how promising it starts out.

6) Run medical tests and background checks to verify data such as criminal history, divorce records, financial condition, work history, infectious diseases etc. Keep in mind that these checks may not contain all information on the person and you may need to check elsewhere to obtain a complete profile.

7) Numerous diseases are passed by intimate contact. Have all appropriate medical testing for STD’s and other diseases before any intimacy. Provide proof to your partner of your own condition as well.

8) Be honest with people and fully advise them of your own situation & health so that they can make an informed decision as to pursuing a relationship with you.

9) Some precautions are specifically related to the phenomenal growth of online dating platforms. See these precautions in the next section.
ONLINE DATING PRECAUTIONS

The rapid growth of online dating platforms presents both new opportunities and unique challenges to people seeking a soulmate.

All of the “typical dating precautions” of the past section apply, along with some Specific precautions for online dating sites:

1) Many people listed on these sites. As a result most people actively seeking companionship will be corresponding with more than one person. Many “online daters” have been listed on these sites for years and may have developed a habit of “serial dating” that may be difficult to break.

2) Any new person you meet through an online dating site is likely to have an “active dating calendar” which includes people other than you. It may take some time to “wean” the person away from the site and all their other dates to focus exclusively on developing a relationship with you.

3) We would suggest that you be somewhat more tolerant of “outside dating” than you might otherwise be, until you have established a clear exclusive relationship with someone and that relationship is mutual. Although it may happen, it is not realistic to expect someone new to “drop everything for you” immediately.
4) Some common complaints we hear regarding online dating sites:

   A) My date says he’ll call and I never hear from him.

   B) People don’t always resemble their photographs

   C) People lie about their age, and exaggerate other facts about themselves

5) Most online sites will show how long it’s been since you last accessed the site. If you are in a committed relationship with someone and you access your site it may appear to others that you are “still looking”. We advise couples who meet online and who want to pursue an exclusive relationship to “suspend”, “hide”, or cancel their subscription to the online dating site.

6) In general we have found a more sincere interest in a long-term relationship by women listed on dating sites than by the men. For this reason, women may have to work harder to find their soulmates.
SOULMATES: VARIOUS DEFINITIONS

There are many definitions of “Soulmate”, ranging from the rather simple to quite unusual. Some we hear about frequently include:

1) Two souls that have been “reincarnated” in this lifetime and are “meant for each other”.

2) Two “related souls” in cosmic universal consciousness.

3) People “destined” to be in your life at a point in your life’s journey.

4) Someone who will “find me” when the time is right.

5) Members of a religious or ethnic community in a “blessed” relationship.

6) Two people who match on a “psychological” or “behavioral” test.

7) Two people who have similar interests.
Some of the definitions in this section may be very admirable and romantic, but have no truly practical method of implementation.

The list of possible soulmate definitions is quite lengthy. At Soulmate Research we are concerned not only with the definition of soulmate, but also with the PRACTICAL PROCESS of finding one.

The Soulmate Research system may be COMBINED with almost any other method of meeting people. You can use this system to “score” your metaphysical chemistry with someone regardless of how you met them. Soulmate Research may be combined with “harmony” matchmaking sites, Indian matchmaking, Jewish matchmaking, random dating, introductions from friends, and the old-fashioned “people I bump into” method of dating.
SOULMATES: OUR DEFINITION

We define the term “soulmate” in practical terms. What might we expect from a soulmate? What’s special about the relationship? Some answers:

1) An strong & sustained attraction, often called “magnetic” or “irresistable”

2) Free and easy flow of communications. Able to discuss and dispel problems rather than allowing them to accumulate unresolved.

3) Strong and satisfying level of passion for each other.

4) Synchronicity of moods i.e. “in similar moods at similar times”

5) Find each other “interesting and amusing”

6) Grow together over time rather than apart

7) A feeling of “destiny” as “we were meant to be together”

8) Miss each other when apart
SOULMATE “INGREDIENTS”

The soulmate attraction is personal and thus somewhat unique for each person. Some of the more common “ingredients” are the following:

**METAPHYSICAL CHEMISTRY**
This is where Soulmate Research comes in

**LOOKS**
For soulmates, beauty is “in the eye of the beholder”

**CULTURE**
Your cultural & ethnic preferences may be a factor

**ATTRACTION**

**RESPECT**

**FEELINGS**

We believe that metaphysical chemistry is a vital but incomplete basis for soulmate companionship. We help identify this chemistry, freeing you to focus on looks, culture, feelings, and other factors that only you can really judge.
WHAT A SOULMATE IS NOT

1) Someone who will “make you happy”

2) The answer to all your problems

3) The person to take all your frustrations out on

4) Someone to put up with your nonsense
FINDING A SOULMATE: OUR METHODS

The Soulmate Research methodology combines “the best of both worlds”:

1) We start with a unique blend of time-honored metaphysical matchmaking techniques in use by numerous cultures for centuries. We use these to establish a set of “soulmate target” criteria in Step One of the process.

2) Modern online dating platforms are then used to search for soulmate prospects using our target criteria. These platforms allow access to databases of literally millions of potential candidates.
WHY METAPHYSICS MAY WORK

1) There may be a direct connection between planetary positions and human, animal, and plant life on earth. Ex: See the work of Dr. Percy Seymour

2) Statistical testing may show the consistency of traits based on astrology, numerology, etc. See work by Gauquelin, the Astro-Databank, and the Cosmic Data Bank.

3) Metaphysical observations of personality and relationship traits have been compiled in numerous cultures over thousands of years, involving millions of man-hours. A tremendous amount of consistent anecdotal observations.

4) Our spirit may bring personality traits “with it” from some pool of universal spirit and/or consciousness.

5) Regardless of the “why”, metaphysics often seems to provide answers when nothing else does.

6) Metaphysics may be largely a “grand placebo” working off of an internal “belief system” reinforced by external suggestion and crowd delusion.
NO GUARANTEES IN LOVE & ROMANCE

Soulmate Research offers no guarantees of short-term or long-term success. People using these methods to find a soulmate do so at their own risk.

Even the “most perfect” relationship can change over time.

Use caution and your best judgment when evaluating the pluses and minuses of a new relationship.

Seek licensed marital and relationship counseling as appropriate.

Review all the cautions listed herein.

Proceed slowly and cautiously. If this relationship truly has soulmate potential it should grow over time so there is no rush.
7 STEPS TO FIND YOUR SOULMATE(S)

STEP 1: Determine your targets

STEP 2: Sign up with a large online dating service

STEP 3: Search for your targets on the dating service

STEP 4: Send e-mails to your favorite results

STEP 5: When your favorites respond, ask for birthdays

STEP 6: Send birthdays to SoulmateResearch for analysis

STEP 7: Correspond with the promising connections
STEP 1: Determine Your Targets

This is where it all begins. Soulmate Research will handle this entire step.

Based on your birthdate information, we create a set of search criteria for you to use in Step 3 of the search process.

The target criteria is not the “end target” but rather the place to START your search. Once initial candidates are identified in Step 3, we do an in-depth analysis of each one in Step 6.

With the target you don’t waste time pursuing a connection that has low metaphysical soulmate potential.

Starting with the right target criteria greatly increases your chance the of finding a metaphysical soulmate while reducing the time it will take.

We use a limited number of search criteria. Usually only distance, height, zodiac sign, and an optional ethnic variable or two will be used. This assures that we focus on targets with the best prospects, but we don’t use too many criteria that might eliminate an otherwise interesting candidate.
STEP 2: Sign Up with Online Dating Service(s)

You must select online dating services that have: A) a large database of customers and B) allow searching by zodiac sign.

For U.S. customers we prefer BOTH Match.com and personals.yahoo.com. Only the paid service gives you access to all the necessary search and correspondence features. Free accounts are not sufficient.

COST: These services are very inexpensive. 6 months of Match is around $75. Yahoo is similar. While many people may find their soulmate within 3 months using Soulmate Research, the 6 month rates at Match and Yahoo are a great discount to the 1 and 3 month plans. But choose the plan that’s best for you.

We highly recommend signing up for BOTH services. This gives you access to the very largest “pool” of potential candidates. The more people you start with, the better your chances and the faster you will find good prospects.

Soulmate Research will provide some specific script for your profile. This script is based on your target criteria established in Step One. Also you should include at least 2 recent and FLATTERING photos in the profile.
STEP 3: Search for Your Soulmate Targets

A) We developed search criteria in Step 1. We only want to search for a few criteria at first. Usually just distance, height, age, and zodiac sign. An ethnic criterion may also be used if desired.

B) Use your target criteria in the search function of the online dating service(s) you subscribed to in Search 2.

C) Be sure to check the target criteria as “Must Haves” if this is an option with your online dating service.

D) We don’t recommend using these as initial criteria: education, kids, income, likes & dislikes, etc. People often don’t answer these or answer “I’ll tell you later”. We also recommend using photos for “body type” information, rather than making body type a search criteria.

When you run a search, the system will return “Search Results” with photos and profiles of people meeting your target criteria. Keep in mind people may not initially give accurate personal information. See “Dating Precautions” and “No Guarantees in Dating”
STEP 4: Send Intro E-mails to Your Search Results

Once you receive Search Results (initial candidates) you should scan the photos and pick those you may have an interest in.

A) For those profiles you select, send them a short E-mail. Do not send simply a “wink” or icebreaker. Send something written by you.

B) Soulmate Research will provide you templates of E-mails to send to your initial candidates. Note the instructions that come with these scripts.

C) Use the “copy and paste” method to send a quantity of e-mails quickly. Simply type the first e-mail to the first candidate. Then highlight the text and right click “copy”. Now go to the next candidate, open an e-mail and right click and “paste” the text into the next e-mail. Then just change the name and some of the personal information to fit that person’s profile.

With a little practice you will be able to send out about 20 e-mails in one hour. Note that Match has a limit of around 25 you can send out per day.
STEP 5: Request Birthday Info from Respondents

After a “batch” of e-mails in Step 4, you will receive replies. For these replies you now want to **obtain their birthday** for analysis in Step 6.

A) You will receive “request for birthday” e-mail scripts in Step 1.

B) For each replying candidate, send an e-mail requesting their **birthday**. They may send it directly to you, or they may visit your personal page on Soulmate Research. On your page they may enter their **birthday** for confidentially. If they submit their birthday on your web page, you will receive the results of the **soulmate analysis** in Step 6.

C) It’s best to ask for the birthday as soon as possible after receiving a reply to your **batch e-mail**. This way you don’t waste time on an unpromising candidate. If you want to exchange a few e-mails or phone calls before getting the birthday, that’s fine. But we do not suggest “getting to know” every reply from your **batch e-mails** in Step 4. We want to get **birthdays** to Step 6 for **soulmate analysis** as quickly as possible, AND IN QUANTITY.
STEP 6: Metaphysical Soulmate Analysis

For every birthday you submit, we perform a metaphysical soulmate analysis. We will score it and send you a report. See “Soulmate Score Report”.

A) Each report has 4 categories: Personality, Moods, Passion, & Destiny.

B) Each category is scored separately on a scale of 1.00 to 6.00. 1.00 is “near perfect”, 4.00 is “bare minimum”, and 6.00 is extremely unfavorable.

C) An overall score is then totaled and averaged. For “Soulmate Potential” we prefer a total of 10.00 or less, with no single category scoring much higher than around 3.00.

NOTE: Birthday information is NOT VERIFIED BY US, and may be accidentally or intentionally incorrect. See “Dating Precautions”. Verify the birthday as soon as possible if you communicate with or meet someone.
STEP 7: Contact Your High-Scoring Prospects

A favorable Soulmate Score is no guarantee of compatibility. But it is an indication, based on time-honored methods, that this relationship has the potential for particularly strong underlying chemistry.

Any human relationship has numerous factors, only one of which is the metaphysical profile of the connection. See “Soulmate Ingredients”.

The ultimate soulmate potential of any relationship will only reveal itself as you meet and get to know someone over a period of time.

Please use all reasonable caution when first communicating with and meeting someone new. See “Dating Precautions”. Obtain all appropriate background checks and verification of their identification.

Be sure to meet and stay in public places. Do not rush to intimacy.
SOULMATE SCORE REPORT (Sample)
[The report you will receive after submitting a birthday for analysis]

Below is the soulmate score for you and ________ born 10-20-1963:

1) PERSONALITY: In65 - C65 - CY75 - V75 - TR55 - TD0. Overall this is consistently above average with no obvious "potholes". Score it 2.00 "well balanced"

2) MOOD SYNCHRONICITY: 36 - 100 - 100. In some ways amazing. 100% emotional / empathetic connectivity and very high mental connectivity is likely. However, it may be "the spirit is strong but the flesh is weak" given the 36% first sync. At 36% this is not at an "extreme" level however, so may not be that big a deal. Just have to see. Score it 2.00 due to this. If the 1st sync were above 50% we'd have a 1.25 score here.

3) SEXUAL PASSIONS: 4-1, Nk50, Ch70, Mg40, P75. Overall this is decent. 4-1 is not a particularly strong indicator and the Mg is a bit erratic. Score it by itself in the 3.00 area. However given a 100% middle mood sync this must increase to at least 2.50.

4) DESTINY: k75 - P75 - ChNk90 - SrNk80 - L0 - D1. Overall quite solid. Scores in the 1.75 area but for a slight pothole of 0% L in otherwise very nice matrix. Score it 2.00.

OVERALL SCORE: Total of 7.75, round to 8.00 for an average of 2.00. No single category scored below 2.50. This is definitely soulmate potential. We note the bit of unevenness in the front sync.
SOULMATE SCORE INTERPRETATION

PERSONALITY: Mannerisms, approach, expression styles, reaction styles, introvert / extrovert, etc.

SYNCHRONICITY: How synchronized are your moods? Very important factor for romantic compatibility.

PASSION: The intensity of sexual attraction and the compatibility of “passion style” is addressed here, from the metaphysical viewpoint.

DESTINY: The “destiny and overall fit” of 2 people from multiple perspectives including: love, health, station in life, etc.

SCALE: 1.00=nearly perfect; 2.00=very well balanced; 3.00=also worth considering; 4.00=bare minimum; 5.00=not enough; 6.00=very poor.

SCORING: Each category is scored separately, then an overall total and average. For a match to have “soulmate potential” we like the overall average to be less than or equal to 2.50 and no single category to score much higher than 3.00.